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I. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper R will be an integral domain with quotient field 
K. P(R) will denote the set of nonzero fractional ideals of R. The term 
“finitely generated” will be abbreviated to “f.g.” A *-operation on R is 
a mapping F-+ F, from P(R) to S(R) which satisfies the following 
conditions for aE K\(O) and A, BeF(R): 
(1) (a),=(a) and (aA),=aA,, 
(2) ALA,; if A&B, then A*cB,, and 
(3) (A,), =A,. 
A E P(R) is called a *-ideal if A * = A. We use the notation *-Max(R) for 
the set of *-ideals which are maximal among proper integral *-ideals of R. 
A E B(R) is said to be *-invertible if (AB), = R from some BE 9(R) or 
equivalently (AA -‘)* = R, where A ~ ’ = (XE KJxA E R}. Note that A is 
*-invertible if and only if A, is *-invertible. Given any *-operation * on R, 
we can construct the *-operation *s defined by AeT = U {B, 1 BE 9(R), B 
is f.g. and B L A} for A E F(R). We say that *s is the finite type *-operation 
induced by *. Also, * is said to be of finite type if * = *sr i.e., A, = A,s for 
each A E 9(R). It is easy to see by Zorn’s lemma that *> - Max(R) # 0. 
For the general theory of *-operations, the reader is referred to [S, 
Sects. 32 and 34, 113. 
An important *-operation is the u-operation given by A, = (A-‘)- ’ 
for A E P(R). The finite type *-operation induced by the u-operation 
is called the r-operation. For f = a0 + .. . + a,X” E K[X], A, will 
denote the R-submodule of K generated by {a,,, .. . . a,,}. The set 
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N,=Lf~W-lI(~/b,c=~f is a multiplicatively closed subset of R[X] 
(Proposition 2.1) and it is easy to see that N, = N,>. If we need to make 
the domain R explicit, we use N,(R) instead of N,. The set 
N=(~ER[X]IA~=R} is a multiplicatively closed subset of R. The ring 
R[X] N is denoted by R(X). For an ideal I of R, Z(X) = IR[X] N. 
In Section II we investigate the relationship between R and R[X]., via 
*,-invertibility. First we show that Max(R[X],. )= {M[X],y / 
ME *, - Max(R)}. Then we prove that A E 9(R) is *,-inveriible if and oniy 
if IR[X],, is invertible. It is also shown that Pic(R[X],,,,) = {0}, i.e., 
every inveitible ideal of R[X] N is principal. In Section III, we study 
Priifer v-multiplication domains ‘(PVMD). We give several new charac- 
terizations of PVMDs. For example, we show that the following conditions 
are equivalent: (1) R is a PVMD, (2) R[X] N, is a PVMD, (3) R is 
integrally closed and every prime ideal of R[X] ,,,, is the extension of a 
prime ideal of R, (4) the map A -+ AR[X] ,v, is a lattice isomorphism from 
the lattice of c-ideals of R to the lattice of ideals of RIXIN,. 
Since Priifer domains are characterized as integrally closed domains 
whose every overring is a subintersection, an overring of a PVMD need 
not be a subintersection. We give a complete characterization of the 
overrings of a PVMD that are subintersections. In fact, an overring D of a 
PVMD R is a subintersection of R if and only if N,(R) c N,(D). As a 
consequence of this, we show that if R is a PVMD and cp is a generalized 
multiplicative system of R, then R, is a subintersection of R (and hence R, 
is a PVMD). In Section IV, we introduce t-almost Dedekind domains and 
we characterize these domains in various ways. For undefined terms and 
notation the reader is referred to [S, 121. 
II. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
The results in this paper are stated for a single indeterminate X. 
However, all the results in this paper carry over to any nonempty set of 
indeterminates. In fact, proofs for the multi-variable case are identical to 
those for the single-variable case. (Note that for the multi-variable case, N, 
shall denote the set {YE R[{X,)] I(+), = R}, where * is a *-operation on 
R and {X,} is a set of indeterminates over R. In particular, 
N= {~ERC(X,IIIA~=R) and N,= (~ERC(X,)II(A/),=R).) 
We start this section with a description of the maximal ideals 
of RCxl ,v; 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let Y be a *-operation on R. Let *$ be the finite type 
*-operation induced by *. Let N, = {f c R[X] 1 (A,), = R}. Then 
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(1) ~*=~C~I\UMdfC~I¶ where r is the set of all maximal 
*,!-ideals of R. (Hence N, is a saturated multiplicatively closed subset 
of Na) 
(2) (~t~lN*Lt- is the set of aN maximal ideals of R[X] N,. 
Pvoaj (1) Let f~Riy.%‘]. f EW*u(A.ff,=RoAf & M for any 
(2) Let J be an ideal of REX]. Let A, be the set of coefficients of
polynomials in J, While it is well known that A, is equal to the ideal 
generated by these coefficients, we inctude a proof for the sake of com- 
pleteness. It is clear that PA J E A J for any r E R. Hence it suRices to show 
that A J is closed under addition. Let Y, s E AJ. Let Y be a coefficient of.f~ I 
and s be a coefficient of g E J. Then r -t- s is a coefficient of either ,f + X”g 
or g + Xmj’ for suitable m. Thus A I is an ideal of R. Let J be an ideal of 
R[X] contained in U ,,, f,- M[X]. Then (A,),# R. For otherwise there 
exists gEAJ[XJ such that (A,), = R. Then ~.EA~~,EX] -i- ... -I- .4,,JX] = 
(A, -t- )‘) + A&X] for some finite subset {&, ..*, fnf of ..f. Now 
A, + *-* + A, c_ A, for some f~ J since J is an ideal of REX]. Then 
(A,), = R implies (Af ), = R, which contradicts SE U ME r M[X] since f is 
an element of J. Thus-fA J)*t # R. Hence A, is contained in some maximal 
+,-ideal M. Therefore Jc A1[X] c M[X], Thus {MfX] N,j. ME r is the set 
of ah maximal ideafs of R[X] N, by [S, Proposition 4.83. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let T be a muitipiicatively closed subset of RCX] 
contained in N,= {f E RCA’] 1 (A,),= R). Let I be a nonzero fractional 
ideal of R. Then 
(1) “vZmf~-~=f-‘L%> 
12) VllXl rfo = l,fxl Ir ad 
t3j tiCxf r), = r,[xl F- 
Proof: (1) It is clear that I-‘[X]r~fJ[X]rf-‘. Let z~E:(J[X]~)-‘. 
Since for any aEl\jOf we have (I[XJr) W’~a-‘R[X].cX[X],, we may 
assume that t( =f/h with f~ K[X] and h E T. Then f~ (I[X] r)-r. Hence 
.f~!I~l T c RExI 7-T so jYcR[XJr. Hence bf~R[X]r for any ~EI. Now 
bfgc R[X] for some ge N,. So (A,/,,, c R. By- [S, Proposition 34.81, 
(A ),=(A,A,),=(A,f),. since (A,),,=R. Therefore bA,c(bA,),,== 
(Abf9) _ R for any 6~ I Hence A c I- ‘. 
J/hb: i5[AJ] T. Therefore (;cX] r)-’ = :-‘[X] r. 
Hence for-‘[Xl, and 
(2) (IfX] =f7 = f(r[XJ r) - ‘) -- 1= (I- ‘[A?] r) -’ = I,[X] r by iterated 
use of (I). 
(3) First we show (i[X]T)t c Z,[X] r. Thus let Jcl[X], be a f.g, 
ideal of R[X] r. Then J= (fl, . . . f,) r for some f,, . . . fn E I[X]. So 
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Jc IOCXI r> where ZO=C;=l A,. BY (2)7 Jo c (~oCJ’1 ~)r> = (I,), [Xl r’r 
which is contained in Z,[X] T since I, is a f.g. ideal of R contained in I. 
IIence (ZCX] T), c Z,[X] T. Conversely, let f~ Z,[X]. Then A, c I,. Hence 
(Af),sZ,. So (A,),5 (Zo), for some Eg. ideal Z,G 1. Then f E (Af),[X] G 
WMI E KJLUl T= UolXll.),~ by (21, and VoWI Tk E VW1 dr since 
ZJX] T is a f-g. ideal contained in Z[X] r. Thus f~ (Z[X] T)r, hence 
Z,[X] Tc (Z[X] r)l. Therefore (Z[X] r)t = Z,[X] ,.. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let f be a nonzero ideal of R. Then 
(1) (a~l),.=~,.cn (m3),=~,Cxl; 
(2) (4X)),' = Z,(X), Z(X), = I,(X); 
(3) (e-u.,),.= afl.,~ uCxl.),=4Cmv,. 
We give a nice tool to investigate *-invertible ideals. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let * he a finite type *-operation R. Let Z be a nonzero 
ideal of R. Then Z is *-invertible (fand only if Z[X] N, is invertible. 
Proof. Suppose Z is *-invertible. Then (17 I), = R. So II-’ $ any 
maximal *-ideal M of R. Then Z[X]~,(Z~X]~~~-‘=Z[X]*~*Z-‘[X]~* by 
Proposition 2.2 since N, c N, for any *-operation * on R and N, is a mul- 
tiplicatively closed subset of R[X] by Proposition 2.1. Thus (Z[X] N,) 
(Z[X].*)-‘=Z[X]. (Z-‘[Xltv )=ZZ ‘[XJ,v . Now ZI-‘[Xl sL M[X-J 
for any maximal *-ideal M smce ZZ ’ $L 6. Hence II- ‘[Xl hi is not 
contained in any maximal ideal of RIIX],w*, since {M[X],Vaj Mc *-*iMnxtllj is 
the set of all maximal ideals of R[XJ N by Proposition 2.1. Hence 
ZZ-‘[Xl N = R[X] N Therefore Z[X] ,,,, is invertible. Conversely, suppose 
ZCU Pi, is’ invertible: Then ZZ -‘[Xl N = (z[x] N )(zt-xl N ) - ’ = RCXI 
Hence II-~’ @ any maximal *-ideal 0; R. Thus *(II- ‘), f R. Hence Z’is 
*-invertible. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let Z be a nonero ideal of R. Then Z is t-invertible if and 
only if I[ X] N, is invertible. 
It is well known that a nonzero ideal I of R is invertible if and onIy if I is 
Eg. and Z is locally principai. This can easily be generalized as follows. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let f be a nonero ideal of R. Let * be a fir&e type 
*-operation R. Then Z is *-invertible if and only if Z, is of finite type and Z 
is * -locally principal, i.e., I +, is principal for every maximal * -ideal A4 of R. 
ProoJ: Suppose Z is *-invertible. Clearly I, is also *-invertible. I, is of 
finite type [ Il, Chap. I, Sect. 4, Theorem 81, Now (ZZ ‘)* = R. Hence 
II- * & M for any maximal *-ideal M of R. So (II -‘) M = R M, i.e., 
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(Z,)(ZZ’) M = R,. Thus I,,,, isinvertible, and hence I, is principal. Conver- 
sely, suppose that I, is of finite type and Z is *-locally principal. Let 
I, = (I,),, where I, is a finitely generated ideal of R contained in Z. Sup- 
pose that II-’ G M for some maximal *-ideal A4 of R. By assumption, 
I,= (a), for some UEZ. Then a-‘ZE RM. Hence u-‘Z,G R,. Then there 
exists s E R/M such that su ‘I, G R since I, is f.g. Hence sa -lZ* = 
su ‘(I,,), G R. So su ‘Zc R. Therefore su ’ E Z ‘, i.e., s E al ’ E II- ’ G M. 
But this contradicts s$M. Thus ZZZ’ is not contained in any maximal 
*-ideal of R. Hence (II-‘), = R. Therefore Z is *-invertible. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let Z be a nonzero ideal of R. Then Z is t-invertible if 
and only tf I, is of finite type and Z is t-locally principal. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let * be a *-operation on R. Let Z be a nonero ideal of 
R. Then 
(1) Zf Zis a *-ideal, then ZR[X]N.nK=ZR[X]N*nR=Z. 
(2) Zf Z is a v-ideal (resp., t-ideal) ofR, then Z[X] N, is a v-ideal (resp., 
t-ideal) of R[X] N,,. 
(3) Zf Z is a *-ideal of R, then n *, Er ZM = Z, where f is the set of all 
maximal *,-ideals of R. 
Proof. (1) Let Z be a *-ideal of R. It suffkes to show that 
IRCXI N, n K = I. Let a E Z[X] ,,+, n K. Then ag = f from some g E N, and 
f’~ Z[X]. Hence (a) = (aA,), = (A,,), = (A,), E I, = I. So u E I. Therefore 
~C‘-=A N,n K = Z since the other inclusion is obvious. 
(2) Suppose Z is a u-ideal (resp., t-ideal) ofR. Then (Z[X] N,), (resp., 
(Z[X].,),) =Z,[X]., (resp., Z [X].,) by Proposition 2.2. Hence (Z[X],), 
(resp., (I[ X] ,,.,,,),) = Z[X] ,..,, . Therefore Z[ X] N, is a v-ideal (resp., t-ideal) 
of RCXI N; 
(3) ICXIN, = nMEr UC~lNI)MCXIN, since (MXI.*I,.r is 
Max(R[X] N,) by Proposition 2.1. Now (Z[X] N,) ,,,,cx,,V, = Z[X] MCXl = 
ZR,(X)=Z,(X) [3, Lemma 21. Hence Z[X].,= nMErZ,(X). By (1) 
Z=ZCxl,.nK=(nCIMEz~(X))nK=nMEr(zICI(X)nK)=nMtrzM. 
Thus I= n,,,Z,. 
PROPOSITION 2.9. Let * be a *-operation R and let Z be the set of all 
maximal *,-ideals ofR. Then R = n ,,, E r R M and R[X] N, = n M E r R M(X). 
Hence, in particular, R(X) = OWE MaxCRj RM(X) and RIXINa, = 
n ~et-~axttwR,dX). 
Proof By Proposition 2.8, R = n ME r R M. For each ME Z, 
UUl,).w~x,~* = RCXI MC~I =R M(X) [3, Lemma 21. Hence R[X] N, = 
481,‘123/1-11 
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n,,,(RCXl.*),cx,N*=n,,,R,(X) since by Proposition 2.1, 
{ M[X] N, ( ME r> is the set of maximal ideals of R[X] N,. 
Using the previous results, the results on R(X) in [2] can be generalized 
to Nnv*. 
Let (X,> and ( Y,> be two disjoint sets of indeterminates over R. We 
denote R[(X,)] and R[(Y,,j] by RCA’] and R[Y]. Let R(X) = R[XJN,, 
where N,= {f~ R[X] = R[{X,)] / (A/),= Ii). In the next theorem, it will 
be shown that X and Y are interchangeable in R(X) ( Yj, i.e., 
R(X) { Y> = R{ Yj (X). 
THEOREM 2.10. R{X, Y> = R(X) (Y>. 
ProoJ: Let r be the set of all maximal t-ideals of R. Then a proof 
similar to that of Proposition 2.1 shows that { M[X, Y] NJ ME r is the 
set of all maximal ideals of R[X, Y] N,. Hence R[X, Y] ,,,, = 
n h4eI.Nx yiMCX,Y,=n,,,RIXiryI,I:.~lI,, = fL,..NXl, ,~,lU’) 
=n ,,., E r R JX)( Y). By Propositions 2.1 and 2.8, every maximal ideal 
of R(X) is a r-ideal of R{X). Hence R(X) { Y> = R(X}( Y)= 
n MdW MRIXI( Y), with the last equality following from Proposition 2.9. 
Therefore R{ X, Y) = n M t r R ,dW( Y) = W-7 I Y). 
LEMMA 2.11. Let 0 # f E R[X]. Let * be a finite type *-operation on R. 
Then A, is *-invertible ifand only iffR[XJ.* = A, R[X].*. 
Proof Suppose A, is *-invertible. Then by Proposition 2.6, (Ar),,, is 
principal for every maximal *-ideal M of R. Hence fR ,,,(X) = A, R ,+,(X) [2, 
Theorem 11. So fR[X] ,,,, = A,R[X] ,+,, locally and hence fR[X] N, = 
A/ R[X] N, globally. Conversely, suppose fR[X] N, = A,R[X] ,,,,. Then 
fR ,&I’) = A, R M(X) by localizing at M[X] N,, where A4 is a maximal 
*-ideal of R. Hence (FI~),~ is principal [2, Theorem 11. Therefore A, is 
*-invertible by Proposition 2.6 
THEOREM 2.12. Let 0 # f E R[ X J and let * be a finite type * -operation 
on R. Let R(X) =R[X].*. Then the folIowing statements are equivalent. 
( 1) A, is *-locally principal. 
(2) fR(x} = A,(X). 
(3) fR(X} =ZR{X} for some ideal Z of R. 
(4) A, (X> is principal. 
(5) A, (X) is locally principal. 
Pro& The jmplica~ion (1) =j (2) follows from Lemma 2. i 1 and 
Proposition 2.6. 
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The implications (2) * (3) and (2) =+ (4) * (5) are obvious. 
(3) => (1). Suppose that fR{ X} = ZR{ X} for some ideal I of R. Let M 
be a maximal *-ideal of R. Then fRM(X)=fR{X}Mgxi=IR(X)MIXI= 
Z,,,,(X). Hence [2, Theorem 11, (AI.)M is principal. Therefore A, is *-locally 
principal. 
(5) 3 (I). Suppose that A, {Xj is locally principal. Then 
AfM M{XJ = Af R ,,,,(X) isprincipal, where M is a maximal *-ideal of R. 
Hence by [2, Theorem 11. (A r ) M is principal. 
In [Z, Theorem 21, D. D. Anderson proved the beautiful theorem which 
states that any finitely generated locally principal ideal of R(X) is principal, 
where R is a commutative ring. Here we give a generalization of this 
theorem noting that N= {f~ R[X] IA, =: R} is nothing but Nd, where d is 
the trivial *-operation on an integral domain R. 
THEOREM 2.13 (D. D. Anderson). Let (fi, . . . f,) R(X) be an inuer~ible 
ideal of R(X), where f, , . . . . f, E R[X]. Then (f, . . . . f,)R(X) = fR(X), where 
f=f,+X”‘i+y+ ,.I +XPIl+-‘.+~~“,I+n-lf,, 
and c?fi denotes the degree of fi ; i = 1, . . . n. 
THEOREM 2.14. Let * be a *-operation on R. Then any invertible ideal of 
RCxl N, is principal. 
Proof. Let JcR[X].* be an invertible ideal. Then J is f.g. Hence 
J = (f, 9 ..*, fnIN, for SOme f i, . . . f E R[X]. Let M be a maximal *,9-ideal of pt
R. Then JMIXIM, = t(fl, -.,f,JN,)MCX.IN, = (f,, . . ..f~)R~(X~ is invertible. Let 
where i?fj is the degree of fi; i = 1, . . . n. Then by Theorem 2.13, 
(f,, . . . fn) R M(X) =fR M(X). Hence J=fR[X] ,v, locally and therefore 
J=fR[X] iv* globally. Thus J is principal. 
III. PROOFER U-MULTIPLICATION DOMAINS 
An integral domain R is called a Priifer ~-multiplication domain 
~PVMD) if every nonzero finiteiy generated ideal of R is t-invertible. The 
usual definition of a PVMD R is as follows: If (0) # Ir R is a f.g. ideal, 
then (II-“), = R and I-’ is of finite type. It is easy to see that these two 
definitions are equivalent. 
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Now we can characterize PVMDs using the previous results in 
Section II. 
THEOREM 3.1. The following are equivalent. 
(1) R isa PVMD. 
(2) Every principal ideal of R[X] N, is extended ,from R. 
(3) Every ideal of R[ X] N, is extended from R. 
Proof (l)=- (2). Suppose R is a PVMD. Let 0 #f~R[x]. By 
Lemma 2.11, fR[X] N, = A, [X] NL. Hence every principal ideal of R[ X] Nz 
is extended from R. 
(2) =$ (1). Let J be a f.g. nonzero ideal of R. Choose f~ RCX] such 
that A, = J. Suppose fR[X] ,,,, isextended from R. Then by Theorem 2.12, 
A, is t-invertible. Hence J is t-invertible. Therefore R is a PVMD. 
(3) tj (2). Clear. 
THEOREM 3.2. (Griffin [6]). R is a PVMD if and 0nI.v R, is a valuation 
domain for every maximal t-ideal M qf R. 
Proof: Suppose R is a PVMD. Let J be a f.g. ideal of R,. Then J- I, 
for some Eg. ideal I of R. By Corollary 2.7, J= I, is principal. This implies 
that R M is a Bezout domain, and hence R M is a valuation domain since R M 
is quasi-local. Conversely, suppose that R M is a valuation domain for every 
maximal t-ideal M of R. Then every f.g. ideal of R is t-locally principal. 
Hence every f-g. nonzero ideal is t-invertible by Corollary 2.7. Therefore R 
is a PVMD. 
A domain R is called an essential domain if R has a collection of prime 
ideals {P,> such that R = n RpO and each R, is a valuation domain, 
THEOREM 3.3 (Griffin [6]). A PVMD R is an essentiaZ domain. 
Proof Let r be the set of all maximal t-ideals of R. Then 
R=fi ME ,- R M by Proposition 2.9 and R :M is a valuation domain by 
Theorem 3.2. Hence R is an essential domain. 
Let R be an integral domain with quotient field K If cp is a mul- 
tiplicatively closed collection of ideals of R, then we shall call cp a 
generalized multiplicative system. For an ideal Z of R, I, = {x E KI xJ c Z 
for some JE 50 ) is an ideal of the ring R,. See [4] for details. If S is a mul- 
tiplicatively closed subset of R, then for every ideal I of R, I, = I,, where 
cp = ((a){ aE S>. Hence the following lemma is aIso valid for a mul- 
tiplicatively closed subset of R. 
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LEMMA 3.4. Let I he a nonero fractional ideal of R. Let cp be a 
generalized multiplicative system of R. Then 
(1) (Z,)~‘=(IR,)~‘=(Z~‘), ifIisfg. 
(2) (I,),. = U&J, = (~,&+A = ((I,.),,), $1 is .fis. 
(3) W,),=U,R,),for any 1. 
(4) Ifeach J~rp is$g., then (IR,),=(Z,),=((Z,),), for any I. 
Proof (1) Clearly (I-‘), 2 (I,) ~’ C_ (ZR,) - ‘. So it suffices to show 
that (ZR,) -’ E (I-‘),. Let aE(ZR,)--‘. Then aZR,rR,, so al&R,. 
Hence aIJ& R for some J~cp since I is f.g. Thus aJEI-‘, so aE (I-‘),, 
and hence (ZR,)-‘z(Z-I),. Therefore (I,+,-‘=(ZR,)-‘=(I-‘),. 
(2) By (l), (I,)-‘=(IR,)--‘. So (l,),=(ZR,),. Next, by (l), (I,),= 
((I,)~‘)-‘=((Z~‘),)~‘=,((Z~‘)~‘),=(Z,,),. Hence (Z,),?((Z,),),. 
Obviously (I,), c ((I,),),. So U,),= ((I,),),. Thus U&J,= 
(I,), = ((I,),),. Since (ZR,), c (Z,R,),. E ((I,),),, we have (IR,), = 
U,R,), = ((Z,),),. 
(3) Let A= {I’EF(R)IZ’CZ and I’ is f.g. >. Then 
13, = (C ,‘EnI:)R,=C,z,n (Z:R,)G~,.,, (Z’R,),E(IR,),, where the 
first containment follows from (2). Thus Z,R,+, c (ZR,),. So (l,R,), 5 (IR,), 
and hence (Z,R,), = (ZR,), since the reverse containment is obvious. 
(4) Clearly (ZR,),G(Z,),C((Z,),),. So it suffices to show that 
((Z,),),c (ZR,),. First we show that C,.en (I:),= (CIsE,, Ii),, where A is 
given in the proof of (3). Let x E (C ,, E,, Ii),. There exists a JE cp such that 
xJ~C,,.,Z;.SinceeachJ~cpisf.g.,xJc(Z,),+ ~~~+(Z,),forsomelinite 
subset { Zl , . . . I,} of (Z’IZ’EA}. So xJc(Z,+ ... +I,),, which implies 
that XE((Z’+ ... +Zn)a)p. Since I, + ... +Z,EA, XE~,,,, (I:),. Thus 
I: 
,, En I;), E I,, E ,, (I:) rp. Since the reverse containment is obvious, 
,~,nC)q=LtnU:)~~ Now (z,),=(C,,,,z:),=C,,,,(zI),~ 
C,.E,, (Z’R,),E(ZR,),, where the first containment follows from (2) and 
the second containment follows since each Z’R, is a f.g. fractional ideal of 
R, contained in IR,. Thus (I,), G (ZR,),. Hence ((I,),),& (ZR,),. 
THEOREM 3.5. R is a PVA4D if and only if R is integrally closed and 
I,= n ME ,- I, for every nonero ideal I of R, where r is the set of all maximal 
t-ideals of R. 
Proof: Suppose R is a PVMD. Then R is integrally closed. Let I be a 
nonzero ideal of R. I, is a t-ideal of R, since R, is a valuation domain by 
Theorem 3.2. Hence by Lemma 3.4, I, = (I,), = ((I,),), = (Z,)M. By 
Proposition 2.8(3), I, = n ,,, (I,) ,,, = n M I,. Conversely, suppose R is 
integrally closed and I, = 0 ME ,- I, for every nonzero ideal Z of R. Let 
a, b E R\(O) and let f = aX+ b, g = aX-- 6. Since R is integrally closed, 
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(Al,),, = (AfAx),, [S, Proposition 34.81. Hence (u2, b*), = ((a, h)‘),. So 
ab~(u~,6*),.=(a~,6~),=~,,,(u*,~*),. Therefore ah~(u*,h*)~ for 
every MEI: Hence (a, h)Z,= (a*, h’), for any MEA. Hence by 
[S, Theorem 24.31, R, is Prtifer, i.e., R,,, is a valuation domain. By 
Theorem 3.2, R is a PVMD. 
Remark. In Theorem 3.5, we cannot drop the condition that R is 
integrally closed, since every one-dimensional (local) Gorenstein domain 
satisfies the condition fi ,,,, E r I,,, = I, [ 12, Theorem 2221, but a Gorenstein 
domain is not necessarily integrally closed. From the previous theorem, it 
follows that a PVMD R is integrally closed and for nonzero ideals I and .Z 
of R, (ZnJ), =I, nJ,. D. D. Anderson has recently proved that the 
converse is also true. 
Let .@(R) be the set of finite type u-ideals of R. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let Z he a nonero ideal qf R. Then Z[ X] E 9{ (R [ X] ) if and 
only if Z E af (R). 
Proof Suppose that Z[X] EQ~(R[X]); say, Z[X] = (fi, . . .f.),, where 
f,, . . . . fne R[X]. Since Z[X] is a u-ideal, Z[X] = (Z[X]),.=Z,[X] by 
Corollary 2.3. Hence I= I,.. Now Z[X] s ((A,, + ... + A,J[X]), = 
(Af, + ... +A,J,[X] rZ,[X] =Z[X].HenceZ[X] = (A,, + ... +AJ,[X]. 
Thus I= (A/, + ... + AJ,. Hence ZE gf(R). Conversely, suppose that 
ZES{(R). Let Z= (I’),, where I’ is a f.g. ideal contained in I. Then 
Z[X] = Zb [X] = (Z'[X]),; by Corollary 2.3. Hence Z[X] E gf(R[X]). 
THEOREM 3.7. The following statements are equivalent. 
(1) R isu PVMD. 
(2) R[X] is a PVMD. 
(3) R[X], is a PVMD. 
(4) RCXI, is a Prtifer domain. 
(5) RCXI, is a BPzout domain. 
Proof: (l)*(2). Suppose R is a PVMD. Let JE~~(R[X]). By [18, 
Sect. 2, Lemma 21, J=fZ[X] for some f E K[X] and some u-ideal I of R. 
Then Z[X] = f -'Je9~(R[X]). Hence Ze?JR) by Lemma 3.6. So Z is 
t-invertible. By Proposition 2.2, Jo ‘=f-‘I-‘[Xl. Hence (.ZJ-‘),= 
(fZ[X]fm'Z-'[X]),=(ZZm'[X]),=(ZZ-'),[X] = R[X]. Thus every 
JE~,(R[X]) is t-invertible. Hence R[X] is a PVMD. 
(2) 2 (3). Lemma 3.4 shows that any localization of a PVMD is also 
a PVMD. 
(3) 3 ( 1). Let Z be a nonzero fg. ideal of R. Then Z[X] N, is 
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a f.g. ideal of R[X].,,. Hence NIXI,,= (XXI N,(ICXIN,) -‘), = 
~~C~l.,.~~‘C~l~,~r=~~~~lC~l~,~r=~~~-’~r CXl,v,,. Thus NJ-l,,= 
(ZZZ’), [XINU. By Proposition 2.8(l), R=(ZZ-I),, hence Z is t-invertible. 
Therefore R is a PVMD. 
(1) = (5). Let Z be the set of all maximal t-ideals of R. Then 
vmzv,~MEr 
RCxl 
is Max(R[X],,,). For each MET, (R[X],,,)M[X,N,,= 
MCXl = R,(X) is a valuation domain since R M is a valuation domain 
by Theorem 3.2. Hence R[X] N, is a Priifer domain. By Theorem 2.14, 
every invertible ideal of R[X] N, is principal. Hence R[X] ,,,, isa Bezout 
domain. 
(5) * (4) * (3). Clear. 
Remark. In Theorem 3.7, the equivalence of (1) and (2) can be found in 
[9], and the equivalence of (l), (4), and (5) can be found in [19]. For the 
implication (4) * (5), also see [ 131. 
Let R be a domain and let A be a set of prime t-ideals. Then npc n R, is 
called a subintersection of R. By an overring D of an integral domain R, we 
mean an integral domain between R and the quotient field of R. 
In [8, Proposition 1.61, Houston proved that if D is an integrally closed 
overring of a PVMD R with N,(R) G N,(D), then D is also a PVMD. 
However, the requirement that D be integrally closed is superfluous. We 
will prove that if D is an overring of a PVMD R with N,(R) c N,(D), then 
D is a PVMD. Moreover, D turns out to be a subintersection of R. 
THEOREM 3.8. Let D be an overring of a PVMD R. Then N,(R) G N,(D) 
if and only if D is a subintersection of R. 
Proof: Suppose N,(R)c N,(D). Then D[X].ut,, is an overring of 
RCU N,(R)’ By Theorem 3.7, R[X].,,,, is a Priifer domain. Hence by [S, 
Theorem 26.11, D[X],CC,, = T)oE,, (R[X].C,,,),, where A is a collection 
of prime ideals of R[JYJNCCRj. Let (0) #QEA. By Theorem 3.1, Q is exten- 
ded from R. Hence Q = P[X] N, for some prime ideal P of R. Q is a t-ideal 
since R [ X] N, is a Priifer domain by Theorem 3.7. Hence Q = Ql = 
(P[X].,,),= P,[X].” by Corollary 2.3. Contracting back to R, we have 
P = P,. Hence P is a t-ideal. Now (R[X] ,,,Ja = R,(X). Hence D[X] ,,,(,,) = 
,R.(X), where A’= (Qc-IRIQEA}. Therefore D=D[X] nK= 
~~~~~,R,(X))nK=n~~,,(R,(X)nK)=n~~”,R,.HenceDl..iP:,,.R, 
and A’ is a collection of prime t-ideals of R. Thus D is a subintersection of 
R. Conversely, suppose D is a subintersection of R, say D = nPE,- R,, 
where Z is a set of prime t-ideals of R. Let f = a, + . . . + a,X” E N,(R); so 
A,=a,R+ ... +a,R. Let aA/cD; aeK. Then aA,cR, for every PEZY 
There exists SE R\P such that saA,r; R. Hence sa(A,),, E R. Therefore 
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saER since (A/),.=R. Hence aERr. Thus (A,D))‘E~,..R,=D. 
Hence (A/D), = D. So f E N,(D). Therefore N,(R) E N,(D). 
COROLLARY 3.9 [ 16, Proposition 5.11. If D is a subintersection of a 
PVMD R, then D is also a PVMD. 
Proof: By the proof of Theorem 3.8, D[X] N,, Dj is a Priifer domain. 
Hence by Theorem 3.7, D is a PVMD. 
We will show that, if R is a PVMD and q is a generalized multiplicative 
system of R, then R, is a subintersection of R. From this it follows that R, 
is also a PVMD. 
LEMMA 3.10. Let cp be a generalized multiplicative system of R. Then 
N,(R) E N,(RJ. 
Proof: Let f~ N,,(R). Then (Af),. = R. By Lemma 3.4, (A, Rq),= 
((Af),R,),, = (R,), = R,. Hence HEN,. 
THEOREM 3.11. Let cp be a generalized multiplicative system of a PVMD 
R. Then R ‘p is a subintersection of R and hence R, is a PVMD. 
Proof By Lemma 3.10, N,.(R) G N,(R,). Hence by Theorem 3.8, R, is 
a subintersection of R. Therefore R, is a PVMD by Corollary 3.9. 
The following result is well known and is even true for rings with zero 
divisors [l, Theorem 81. 
THEOREM 3.12. The .following statements are equivalent. 
(1) R is a Priifer domain. 
(2) Every ideal of R(X) is extended from R. 
(3) The map Y(R)+T(R(X)) given by A -AR(X) is a lattice 
isomorphism which preserves multiplication. 
(4) 9(R) is distributive. 
With the help of Theorem 3.7 and Lemma 3.13, we can prove the 
PVMD version of Theorem 3.12. 
LEMMA 3.13. Let R be a PVMD and let I and J be nonzero ideals of R. 
Then 
(1) ~C~l.,=~,C~l,. 
(2) CXI,v,nR=I,. 
(3) ~CXI,,~,=JCXIN,OZ,=J,. 
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Proof (1) By Theorem 3.7, R[X] N, is a Priifer domain. Hence every 
ideal of R[X] N, is a r-ideal. Hence Z[X] N, = (Z[X] N,), = Z,[X] ,,,, by 
Proposition 2.2. 
(2) BY Cl), AIXl .w, = r,CW ,v,. Hence Z[X] N, n R = I,[ X] ,+.,, n R = I, 
by Proposition 2.8. 
t3) Suppose Itxl N, = Jtxl N,’ Then Z, = J, by (2). Conversely, sup- 
pose Z,=J,, then Z[X]..=J[X]., by (1). 
THEOREM 3.14. The following statements are equ~uaIent. 
(1) RisaPVMD. 
(2) Every ideal of R[ X] N, is extended from R. 
(3) Every nonzero ideal of R[X] N, is extended from a t-ideal of R. 
(4) The map 0 : Z,(R) + .Z(R[X] N,,) from the lattice of t-ideals of R 
to the lattice of ideals of R[XJN, given by A + ARIXINI; is a lattice 
isomorphism which preserves multiplication. 
(5) dq(R) is distributive. 
Proof The equivalence (1) o (2) follows from Theorem 3.1. 
(3) * (2). This implication is clear, 
(2)=+(3). By (2)*(l), R is a PVMD. Let {O>#A be an ideal of 
RF’I.,. So A = Z[X]., for some nonzero ideal I of R. By Lemma 3.13, 
A = Z[ X] NI, = Z,[X] N, and hence A is extended from a t-ideal of R. 
(4) 3 (3). This implication is clear. 
(3) =+ (4). By hypothesis, 0 is surjective. By Lemma 3.13, 0 is 
injective. 
(1) tz (5). This follows from [6, Theorem 51. 
In 1967, Arnold C33 proved the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.15 (Arnold). The following are equivalent. 
(1) R is a Prtifer domain. 
(2) R(X) is a Priifer domain. 
(3) Each prime ideal of R(X) is the extension of a prime ideal of R 
and R is integrally closed. 
As an immediate corollary of Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.15, we have a 
new characterization of PVMDs which is the PVMD version of 
Theorem 3.15. 
COROLLARY 3.16. The fol~o~~ing are equivaIent. 
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(1) R isa PVh4D. 
(2) R is integrally closed and every prime ideal of R[X] ,,,, isextended 
from R. 
Proof (2) + (1). By Theorem 3.2, it suflices to show that R n is a 
valuation domain for each maximal t-ideal A4 of R. Let Q be a prime ideal 
of R,(X) = (R[X] N,)MIX,N,. Then Q = Q’,,,,tXINL, where Q’ is a prime ideal 
of RIXINb. Let Q’=P[X],, where P is an ideal of R. Then 
Q = (PRCXI z&x,h, = PR ,,,,(A’) = P,,,(X). Hence every prime ideal of 
R ,JX) is extended from R, and R, is integrally closed since R is 
integrally closed. Hence by Theorem 3.15, R ,,,, is a Priifer domain, and 
therefore R, is a valuation domain. 
(1) * (2). Suppose R is a PVMD. Then clearly R is integrally closed 
and hence the conclusion follows from Theorem 3.1. 
Remark. In [lo], Huckaba and Papick raised some questions, two of 
which are as follows: (1) If R[X] N, is a Prufer (Bezout) domain, are the 
prime ideals of R[X] N, extended from prime ideals of R? (2) If R [A’] N,, is 
a Priifer domain, is it a Bezout domain? 
Several people [ 14, 15, 191 answered these questions affirmatively, but 
the proofs do not look simple. To the author, Theorem 3.1, Theorem 3.7, 
and Corollary 3.16 seem better alternatives of [ 14, Theorem 11, [ 15, 
Theorem 15.111, and [ 19, Proposition 8 and Corollary 131. 
In [16], Mott and Zafrullah noted that in a PVMD R, a prime ideal P 
is a t-ideal if and only if the set of associated prime ideals contained in P is 
linearly ordered. We are going to strengthen this to the result: In a PVMD 
R, a prime ideal P of R is a t-ideal of R if and only if the set of prime ideals 
minimal over principal ideals contained in P is linearly ordered. First we 
start with Lemma 3.17, which is interesting in its own right. Then we give 
Lemma 3.18, which enables us to prove that if Spec(R) is linearly ordered, 
then every prime ideal of R is a t-ideal. 
LEMMA 3.17. Let I he a nonzero ideal of an integral domain R. Let S be 
a multiplicatively closed subset of R. Then 
(1) If Is is a t-ideal of R,, then I, n R is a t-ideal of R. 
(2) If I is a t-ideal of R, then I, n R is a t-ideal of R. 
Proof Let J be a f.g. ideal contained in I, n R. 
(1) Then (J,), c I, since I, is a t-ideal. By Lemma 3.4, J, G ( Js)‘,. 
Hence J, E (J,),, n R E I, n R. Hence I, n R is a t-ideal. 
(2) There exists s E S such that SJC I. Then sJ, = (sJ), E I, = I since 
sJ is f.g. Hence J,. G I, n R. Therefore Z,Y n R is a t-ideal. 
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LEMMA 3.18. Let R be a commutative ring with 1. Then the following 
statements are equivalent. 
(1) Spec( R) is linearly ordered. 
(2) The set of prime ideals minimal over principal ideals is linearly 
ordered. 
(3) Rad(r) is a prime ideal for every nonunit rE R. 
Proof: (1) * (2). Clear. 
(2) * (3). Assume that (2) holds. Let r be a nonunit of R. Then there 
is only one prime ideal minimal over (r), Hence Rad(r) is a prime ideal. 
(3) * (1). Assume that (3) holds. Let P and Q be prime ideals of R. 
Suppose P G$ Q and Q @ P. Then choose a E P\Q and b E Q\P. Now 
M = Rad(ab) is a prime ideal. Since ab E: M, either a E A4 or b E A4. Hence 
a E Q or b E P since M = Rad(ab) c Rad(P n Q) = Pn Q. But this con- 
tradicts a 4 Q and b 4 P. Hence P G Q or Q c P. Thus Spec( R) is linearly 
ordered. 
THEOREM 3.19. Let R be an integral domain. If Spec(R) is linearly 
ordered, then every nonzero prime ideal of R is a t-ideal. 
Proof: Let Q be a nonzero prime ideal of R. Let (a,, . . . . a,) be a non- 
zero f.g. ideal of R contained in Q. By Lemma 3.18, Rad(a,) is a prime 
ideal for k = 1, . . . . n. We may assume that Rad(a,) contains all the 
Rad(a,)‘s, since Spec(R) is linearly ordered. Then (a,, . . . a,,) E Rad(a,). By 
[7, Proposition 1.1(5)], Rad(a,) is a t-ideal since Rad(a,) is a prime ideal. 
Hence (a,, . . . . a,) E Rad(a,) implies (a,, . . . an)0 z Rad(a,) z Q. Hence Q is 
a t-ideal. 
COROLLARY 3.20. Let P be a prime ideal of a PVMD R. Then the 
following are equivalent. 
(1) P is a t-ideal. 
(2) The set of prime ideals of R, minimal over principal ideals of R, is 
linearly ordered. 
Proof: ( 1) * (2). This follows since R, is a valuation domain. 
(2)=(l). P, is a t-ideal by Theorem 3.19. Hence P=P,nR is a 
t-ideal by Lemma 3.17. 
COROLLARY 3.21. Let R be a PVMD and let Q be a primary ideal of R. 
Then Q is a t-ideal ifand only if Rad Q is a t-ideal. 
Proof (=z-) This implication is true without the hypothesis that R be a 
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PVMD and that Q be primary, since in any domain a prime minimal over 
a t-ideal is again a t-ideal. 
(e) Suppose Rad Q is a t-ideal. Let P = Rad Q. Then R, is a 
valuation domain by Corollary 3.20. Hence Qp is a t-ideal of R,. Hence 
Q= Q,n R is a t-ideal of R by Lemma 3.17. 
Let R be a domain. Then we define the t-dimension of R (abbreviated 
t-dim R) as the number of prime t-ideals in a longest chain of prime t-ideals 
of R, or infinity if there is no such longest chain. 
THEOREM 3.22. Let R be a PVMD. Then t-dim R = dim R[ X] ,,,, . 
Prooj Let Q be a nonzero prime ideal of R[X] N,. Then by 
Theorem 3.1, Q is extended from R. So Q = (Q n R) R[X] ,,,, . Let 
P = Q A R. By Lemma 3.13, Q = P[X] N, = P,[X] N,, which implies P = P,. 
Hence P is a t-ideal. Thus Q = P[X] N, for a prime t-ideal P of R. Then it is 
straightforward to see that dim RCA’] N,, d t-dim R. Clearly t-dim R < 
dim R[X] v,. Hence t-dim R = dim R[X] M,. 
IV. t-ALMOST DEDEKIND DOMAINS 
We say that a domain R is a t-almost Dedekind domain if R, is a DVR 
for each maximal t-ideal A4 of R. To characterize t-almost Dedekind 
domains via polynomial rings we need the following lemma which is 
interesting in its own right. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let R be an integrally closed integral domain. Let J be a 
t-ideal ofR[X]. If Jn R # {0}, then J is extended from R. 
Proof: Let aEJnR\{O}. Let fEJ. Then by Querre [17], (a,f),, is 
extended from R. Hence f E (a, f ), = ((a, f ), n R)[X] E (Jn R)[X]. So 
Jc (Jn R)[X], and therefore J= (Jn R)[X]. Thus J is extended from R. 
THEOREM 4.2. R is a t-almost Dedekind domain if and only if R[ X] is a 
t-almost Dedekind domain. 
Proof (a) Let Q be a prime t-ideal of R[X]. If Q n R = {0}, then 
R[X],=K[X], is a quasi-local PID, i.e., a DVR. If P= Q n R# {0}, 
then Q = P[X] by Lemma 4.1. By Corollary 2.3, P[X] = Q = Q,= 
(P[X]),= P,[X]. So P= P,, i.e., P is a prime t-ideal. Then RIXlg= 
RCXI PCx,=Rp(X) is a DVR since R, is a DVR. Thus in either case, 
RIXlp is a DVR. So R[X] is a t-almost Dedekind domain. 
(= ) Let P be a prime t-ideal of R. P[X] is a prime t-ideal of R[X] 
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by Corollary 2.3. So Rp(X) = R[X] pcxl is a DVR, which implies R, is a 
DVR. Therefore R is a t-almost Dedekind domain. 
Remark. Krull domains and almost Dedekind domains are t-almost 
Dedekind domains. There exists a z-almost Dedekind domain which is 
neither a Krull domain nor an almost Dedekind domain: Let R be an 
almost Dedekind domain which is not a Krull domain [S, Example 42.61. 
By Theorem 4.2, R[X] is a t-almost Dedekind domain. But R[X] is 
neither a Krull domain nor an almost Dedekind domain. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let S be a multiplicatively closed subset of a t-almost 
Dedekind domain R. Then R, is a t-almost Dedekind domain. 
Proof Let Q be a prime t-ideal of R:,. By Lemma 3.17( 1 ), P = Q n R is 
a prime t-ideal of R. Now (Rs)o=(R,),,= R, is a DVR. So R, is a 
t-almost Dedekind domain. 
THEOREM 4.4. R is a t-almost Dedekind domain if and only if R[ X] NU is 
an almost Dedekind domain. 
Proof (a) Suppose R is a r-almost Dedekind domain. Let Q be a 
maximal ideal of R[X] ,,,‘. Then by Proposition 2.1, Q = M[X] N,r for a 
maximal t-ideal A4 of R. Let R’ = R[X] N, and M’ = M[ X] N,. Then 
(R’) MY = R ,,,,(X) isa DVR since R ,,, is a DVR. Hence R’ is locally a DVR, 
i.e., R’ is an almost Dedekind domain. 
(0 Suppose R’ is an almost Dedekind domain. Then 
R,,,,(X) = (R’)n’ is a DVR for each maximal t-ideal M of R. So R, is a 
DVR and hence R is t-almost Dedekind. 
Our next result characterizes t-almost Dedekind domains within the 
class of PVMDs. 
We say that the t-cancellation law for ideals holds in R (abbreviated 
(TCL) holds in R) if (AB), = (AC), implies B, = C, for any nonzero ideals 
A, B, and C of R. 
THEOREM 4.5. The following statements are equivalent. 
(1) R is a t-almost Dedekind domain. 
(2) (TCL) holds in R, and I, = n ,+, E ,. I,, where Z is a nonzero ideal of 
R and r= t-Max(R). 
(3) R is a PVMD and (TCL) holds in R. 
(4) R is a one-t-dimensional PVMD such that M# (M*), for each 
maimal t-ideal M of R. 
(5) R is a PVMD such that n ,“= ,(I”), = 0 for each proper t-ideal Z 
of R. 
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Proof: (1) =+ (2). Suppose that R is t-almost Dedekind, then R is a 
PVMD. Hence the first conclusion follows from Theorem 3.5. Let A, B, 
and C be nonzero ideals of R. Let I’ = Z[X] N,, for an ideal I of R. Suppose 
(AB), = (AC),. Then by Lemma 3.13, (AB)‘= (AC)‘. Hence A’B’= A’C’. 
Also, R’ is almost Dedekind by Theorem 4.4. Hence B’ = C’ by [5, 
Theorem 36.51. Therefore B, = C, by Lemma 3.13. 
(2)=>(3). Let f,g~R[X]\(o}. Then A;A,=A;+‘A, for some 
n E N by the Dedekind-Mertens theorem. Hence (A; A/,), = (A; + ‘A,),. So 
(A,), = (A/ A,), by (TCL). Hence R is integrally closed by [ 18, Lemma 11. 
Therefore R is a PVMD by Theorem 3.5. 
(3)= (1). Suppose that R is a PVMD and that (TCL) holds in R. 
We will show that R[X]., is almost Dedekind. By Theorem 3.1, every 
ideal of R[X] N, is extended from R. Thus let A’, B’, and C’ be ideals of R’, 
where A, B, and C are ideals of R. Suppose A’B’= A’C’. Then 
(AB)‘= (AC)‘. Hence by Lemma 3.13, (AB),= (AC),. Hence B, = C, by 
(TCL) in R. Therefore B’= C’ by Lemma 3.13. Hence (CL) holds in R’. 
By [S, Theorem 36.51, R“ is almost Dedekind. Hence R is t-almost 
Dedekind by Theorem 4.4. 
(1) * (4). Suppose R is t-almost Dedekind. Then by Theorem 4.4, 
R[X] N, is almost Dedekind. Hence dim R[X] N, = 1. Thus t-dim R = 1 by 
Theorem 3.22. Suppose M = (M’), for some maximal t-ideal M of R. Then 
M’= (M*)‘= (Me)* by Lemma 3.13. This contradicts that R’ is almost 
Dedekind. Hence A4 # (M 2)1 for any maximal t-ideal M of R. 
(4) =+ (1). By Theorem 3.7 and Theorem 3.22, R[X]., is a one- 
dimensional Priifer domain. Let Q be a maximal ideal of R’. Then Q = M’ 
for a maximal t-ideal M of R by Proposition 2.1. Now Q # Q’ since 
Mf (M*),. Hence R’ does not contain an idempotent maximal ideal. 
Therefore R’ is almost Dedekind by [5, Theorem 36.51. 
(l)* (5). Let A be a nonzero ideal of R such that A,# R. Then 
(1,“=, (A’)” = { 0) by [S, Theorem 36.51 since R’ is almost Dedekind by 
Theorem 4.4. The equality (n;=, (A”),)‘= nnXE, (A”), [Xl,,,,, can be easily 
verified. Hence (n,“=, (A”),)‘= n;=, (A”), [X], = f-l,“=, (A”)[X], by 
Lemma 3.13.So (n;=, (A”),)‘=n,“=, (A”)‘=n,“=, (A’)“= {O).Therefore 
ft,w,= 10). 
(5) => (1). Suppose R satisfies (5). By Theorem 3.1, every ideal of R’ 
is extended from R. Thus let A’ be a proper ideal of R’, where A is an ideal 
of R. Then the equality (n,“=, (A’)“)n R= n:=, (A”), can be easily 
verified in the same way as in (1) =+ (5). By Lemma 3.13, A is a proper 
t-ideal. Hence (n,“=, (A’)“) n R = n,“=, (A”), = (0) by assumption. Hence 
nz,kw=w since every ideal of R’ is extended from R by 
Theorem 3.1. Thus R’= R[X] N,, is a Priifer domain such that 
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n;=,J”= (0) f or each proper ideal J of R’. So R’ is an almost Dedekind 
domain by [5, Theorem 36.51, and therefore R is t-almost Dedekind by 
Theorem 4.4. 
Let I and J be ideals of a domain. Then Z is said to be a t-power of .Z if 
I= (J”), for some positive integer n. We close this paper by characterizing 
t-almost Dedekind domains in terms of primary ideals. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let R be an integral domain which is not a field. Then the 
following are equivalent. 
(1) R is t-almost Dedekind. 
(2) t-dim R = 1 and primary t-ideals of R are t-powers of prime ideals, 
Proof (1) = (2). By Theorem 4.4, RCA’] ,.,, is an almost Dedekind 
domain. Hence t-dim R = 1 by Theorem 3.22. Let Q be a primary r-ideal of 
R and let M = Rad Q. Then M is a prime t-ideal by Corollary 3.21. Hence 
M[X] nAJ,=@. So M[X],, is a prime ideal of R[X],u. Thus QIXIN, 
is a M[X],vc-primary ideal of R[X],,,. Hence by [S, Theorem 36.41, 
Q[xl N, = (NW ,$ for some n~f+J. Thus Q=Q[X].,,nR= 
M”[X] Nr n R = (M”), by Lemma 3.13. 
(2) * (1). First we show that R is a PVMD. Let M be a maximal 
t-ideal of R and let a,bEM\{O}. Then (a),nR and (b),nR are 
M-primary ideals of R since dim R ,,, = 1. Moreover, by Lemma 3.17, 
(a) ,,, n R and (b) M n R are c-ideals of R. Also, M-primary c-ideals of R are 
linearly ordered since they are t-powers of M. Hence we may assume that 
(a),nRs(b),nR. Then (a)Ms(b)M. Hence R, is a valuation ring. 
Therefore R is a PVMD. Next we show that RIXINt, is almost Dedekind. 
Let Q’ be a nonzero P/-primary ideal of R[X] N,. Since R is a PVMD, 
Q’ = QR[X] ,,,, and P’ = PR[X] NV, where Q = Q’ n R and P = P’ n R. Now 
Q is a t-ideal of R by Lemma 3.13. Hence Q = (P”), for some n E N. Thus 
Q’ = ( P’)n. Hence primary ideals of R[X] N,, are prime powers and 
dim R[X],c= z-dim R= 1. By [S, Theorem 36.41, RCA’] N, is almost 
Dedekind. Hence by Theorem 4.4, R is t-almost Dedekind. 
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